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In [Z], the author introduces a notion of R,-ness for fuzzy topological 
spaces, and claims in Theorem 3 that his property is initial. However, both 
the theorem and the proof are incorrect. The theorem is true for finite 
families but as will follow from the example given below an infinite product 
of R,-spaces need not even be R,. 
Also the Counterexample 3.4 in [3] is incorrect. 
We recall the following definitions [2, 31: 
an fts(X, d) (which we always take in the Lowen-sense, i.e., with a A 
containing all constant functions) is called 
R,: iff Vx, YE X, x # y, whenever there exists 1” E A with n(x) = 1, 
A(y) = 0, there also exists p E A with p(x) = 0, p(x) = 1 
R, : iff Vx, y E X, x # y, whenever there exists i E A with either 
n(x)=l, A(y)=0 or n(x)=O, i(y)=l, then for any O<a<l, O<p<l 
there exist p E A, v E A with CI < p(x), /I < v(y), p A v = 0. 
We then first have the following easy 
LEMMA. (1) The property R, is equivalent to 
VX, YEA-, X#Y: if i,(y)=O, then i,(x)=O; 
(2) the property R, is equivalent to 
if i,(y) A i,(x)=O, then for all O-CM< 1, O</I<l, there 
exist closed fuzzy sets L, p such that l(x) < a, p(y) < p, 
IIv,u=l; 
(3) RI *RI,. 
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Proof: (1) and (2) are trivial, and (3) follows from the fact that if for 
instance i,(y) = 0 and if 1, p are as guaranteed by R,, it follows that 
A(y) = 1, so i,(x) < a and therefore i,(x) = 0 by arbitrariness of ~1. 
EXAMPLE. We take X= 10, 1 [ and consider the family (9ZZ)0 G cL < 1 of 
topologies on X defined by 
This family has the (LT)-property [4], and satisfies 0 Q ~1 Q/? < 1 = 
YD c =KX. Therefore, by [4, Theorem 5.61 the corresponding maximal fuzzy 
topology A is a fuzzy neighbourhood space. Applying [4, Theorem 4.33 
one sees without difficulty that 
A = {I E IX; J. non-decreasing and 3y E 10, l] such that 
A(x)=yforx~]O,y[ and,I(x)<xforxE[y,l[nX}. 
Therefore, the family A’ of closed sets is given by 
A”= {pdx; ,D non-increasing and 3y E 10, l] such 
that p(x) = 1 -y for XE 10, y[ and ,u(x) < 1 -x for 
XECY, 1cnJq. 
From this it follows immediately that for x E X the closure of lx is given by 
i,(Y) = i 
1 if O<y<x 
1-Y if x<y<l. 
So always i,(y) # 0, and (X, A) therefore is R, . 
Consider now X” with its product fuzzy topology. It follows from 
[S, Lemma 7.3.11 that 
i,(Y) = ni;i uY,) 
if x=(x,),~X”, y=(y,),~X”. 
Taking x, = l/2, y, = 1 -2-“P2 (no N), we then obtain 
ix,(Yn)=2-n-2, bnbn) = 1 
and so 
L(Y) = 0, i,(x) = 1, 
which proves the productspace is not even R,. 
Remarks. (1) This same example shows that the R,-property as 
defined above is not productive, so not initial. 
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(2) It is easily seen that the subcategory of FTS consisting of 
RI-spaces is closed under the operations of taking finite products and 
initial structures for single maps. From this it follows that [2, Theorem 31 
is true for finite families. 
(3) The Counterexample 3.4 in [3] is incorrect. For the topology 
F= Ia J-3 Ix>, {Y>, 1x2 v>> on X= {x, y,z} we have {x} = {x, z}, - - 
{z} = {z}, hence ZE {x}, x4 {z} and so this space is not R,. 
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